Part 7) NatGeoTV: American BlackOut, a Lesson to Lessen Our Coming Misery
A nationwide electric power failure is realistically dramatized in this
National Geographic television docu-drama. Also, it is being televised in
late October and early November, synchronized to immediately precede a
U.S. Government national power blackout drill. This planned coincidence
shows that National Geographic TV is emotionally amplifying an apocalyptic
government prophesy by Janet Napolitano, Director of Homeland Security,
announcing that:
"a massive cyber attack and a natural disaster, the likes of which have
never been seen before, are coming." [ABC-News]
How would government officials know of a cyber-attack conspiracy unless
government officials are involved in such a criminal conspiracy?
Combine this apocalyptic federal prophesy with its companion TV docudrama -- then combine that dual public panic stimulant with the federal drill
simulating (or stimulating) the loss of electrical power, nationwide. Then
consider its disturbing effect on the public psyche in conjunction with the fact
that, in mid-2001, scary government predictions of an attack, and a prophetic
TV dramatization (The X-Files "Lone Gunman" episode, depicting a passenger
plane being crashed, by terrorists, into the World Trade Center), were followed
by a federal drill at the World Trade Center on the morning of September 11th,
conducted to coincide with the actual airplane attacks, in order to confuse and
paralyze programmed defensive military routines! Voluminous forensic
research over the past twelve years has proved that a criminal shadow
government perpetrated these wholesale atrocities. These attacks were all too
promptly and duplicitously blamed on the Arabs, in order to justify invasions
and occupations of Arab nations, ongoing for twelve years now, with no end
in sight.
Today, the big banksters appear to be preparing to collapse the dollar and
revoke the right of depositors to take possession of their own savings. A
highly publicized terrorist electric power failure, nationwide, would surely
allow the big banksters to say,
"Oh well, those nasty Arab terrorists have disabled our computerized
banking system, and that's why we cannot give you your money."
Furthermore, this massive technically complex operation to darken and
deaden our entire nation of three hundred million people will so thoroughly
fragment and paralyze the American people that they will be utterly helpless,
and thus, unable to thwart this nationwide seizure of their life's savings by
the big banking scoundrels, who have historically demonstrated a talent for
such devious grand larceny -- in this case, the grandest of all grand larcenies.
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Please click on the FULL Screen icon [__].
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4L_TZsTEwi4
The U.S. Government officially prophesies a nationwide power failure.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45MSuW6yfeM

